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Outline

* theoretically simple and plausible
* phenomenologically interesting

* Discoverable at the Tevatron!

 ⇒ Worth investigating in isolation (∼ Z ′)

(!= Z ′)* Naturally evade all bounds even for m < TeV

A color-octet spin-1 resonance (= “coloron”)
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* Discoverable at the Tevatron!

* Harder at the LHC!

(!= Z ′)* Naturally evade all bounds even for m < TeV

A color-octet spin-1 resonance (= “coloron”)

* theoretically simple and plausible
* phenomenologically interesting

 ⇒ Worth investigating in isolation (∼ Z ′)



Energy Frontier in Fundamental Physics

Tevatron Currently Running

Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

◦p ◦p̄980 GeV 980 GeV

◦p ◦p7000 GeV 7000 GeV

Coming (Very) Soon!



Good for exploring electroweak physics.

•

Hadron machines•
Best for producing colored particles.

•

Parton distributions.
Lepto-quarks.

But studying them tends to be hard due to QCD background.

These are hadron colliders.

LEP (e+-e−)

HERA (e-p)

c/w



Typical SUSY cascade

leptons
photons

displaced vertices
missing !pT

electroweak physics, heavy flavors.
––– tend to be highly constrained...

So, we usually look for distinctive final states:



Typical SUSY cascade

leptons
photons

displaced vertices
missing !pT

electroweak physics, heavy flavors.
––– tend to be highly constrained...

Any other way for new colored stuff to be “detectable”?

So, we usually look for distinctive final states:



HUGE production cross section!•

resonance!

q

q̄

pure jets

Certainly!

c/w pair production of, e.g., SUSY particles



Maybe possible to pick out!

HUGE production cross section!•

Distinct shape 
in distribution

•

background P 2 signal P 2

}

P

Certainly!

vs distinct 
final states

c/w pair production of, e.g., SUSY particles

resonance!

q

q̄



Then, at hadron colliders, we’ll get

q

q̄

g

ψ

ψ

Step 1: Suppose there’s a new particle with color.

Such a resonance can appear in two easy steps!
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Then, at hadron colliders, we’ll get

q

q̄

g

ψ

ψ

(A) Because it’s heavy.
(B) Because it’s confined by a new force!

Why haven’t we seen     ?ψ

✓

Step 1: Suppose there’s a new particle with color.

Such a resonance can appear in two easy steps!



U(1)

Not confining

Confining

Is confinement something special?
Not at all!

In “gauge theory space”,

SU(2)
SU(3)

SU(4)
SO(5) SO(43)

SU(11)

Sp(8) · · ·

QCD

Confinement prevails!



a spin-1 color-octet 
bound state!

q

q̄

g ψ

ψ

new force

ρ̃
}

“coloron”

Step 2: Suppose ψ also feels a new confining force.
Then,

q

q̄

ψ
g

ψ



Note that nature has already done this trick once!

ρ

e+

e−

γ q

q̄

gluon
}

a spin-1 bound state

q

q̄

e−

e+

γ

“rho meson”



So, this half of the story is completely plausible!

(Any new confining force)
+ (Any new light colored particle that feels the new force)

= A coloron! 

resonance!

q

q̄



Indeed, many well-motivated models contain colorons!

* Top-color models

* Non-minimal technicolor

“coloron” = ρT8 , V8

* Extra-dimensional models

“coloron” = Kaluza-Klein excitation

Coined the term “coloron”

* TeV scale quantum gravity

“coloron” = string excitation



What about the other half?

q

q̄

ρ̃ ?



What about the other half?

q

q̄

ρ̃ ?
IF ρ̃ is the lightest bound state, then

q

q̄

ρ̃

q

q̄

a dijet is the only possibility.



Then, there is a severe bound:
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Figure 3: The upper limit on the cross section times branching ratio for new particles

decaying to dijets (points) is compared to theoretical predictions for axigluons [2],

flavor universal colorons [7], excited quarks [3], color octet technirhos [4], new gauge

bosons W ′ and Z ′ [5], and E6 diquarks [6]. The limit and theory curves require that

both jets have pseudorapidity |η| < 2.0 and that the dijet system satisfies | cos θ∗| <

2/3.
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But, does ρ̃ have to be the lightest?

Run-I



Recall the “dictionary”:

q

q̄

g ψ

ψ

new force

ρ̃
}

coloron

ρ

e+

e−

γ q

q̄

gluon
}

rho-meson

Not at all!



So, the analogous QCD question would be

?ρ

e+

e−

“What is this half?”

The analog of the dijet would be

e+e+

e−e−

ρ

But Br(ρ→ e+e−) ∼ 10−5!



Instead, the dominant ( ) mode in QCD is≈ 100 %

e+

e−

ρ π

π

So, by analogy, we expect

dominates!
π̃

π̃

ρ̃

q

q̄

(coloron)



Let’s look up the dictionary!

How should decay? π̃

g
q

q̄

ψ

ψ

new force

ρ̃
}

coloron

γ q

q̄

ρ

e+

e− gluon
}

rho-meson

In QCD, we know π → γγ dominates.



So, we expect π̃ → gg dominates!

q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q

Therefore, this is our main process:

A colored resonance in a pure four-jet!
Dijets are sub-dominant!



Thus, our scenario has been fixed.
Let’s choose a specific model for detailed study.
A good model must

* represent the scenario,
* be quantitatively under control.



(QCD) (Our model)

q q q ψ ψ ψ
color force new (“shape”) force

So, we choose ψ = spin 1/2, and
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* be quantitatively under control.
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(QCD) (Our model)

u uu

d dd
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ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ
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QCD as an “analog computer”!
(QCD) (Our model)

u uu

d dd

s ss

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

color force

flavor copies

color copies

new (“shape”) force

So, we choose ψ = spin 1/2, and

Thus, our scenario has been fixed.
Let’s choose a specific model for detailed study.
A good model must

* represent the scenario,
* be quantitatively under control.



Let’s analog-compute parameters!

First, change the overall scale

mρ −→ mρ̃

m2
π± −m2

π0 =⇒ m2
π̃(a)

Γρ→e+e− =⇒ ρ̃-q-q̄ coupling(b)

(c) Γρ→ππ =⇒ ρ̃-π̃-π̃ coupling

(d) Γπ→γγ =⇒ π̃-g-g coupling

Then,



Let’s analog-compute parameters!

First, change the overall scale

mρ −→ mρ̃

m2
π± −m2

π0 =⇒ m2
π̃(a)

Γρ→e+e− =⇒ ρ̃-q-q̄ coupling(b)

(c) Γρ→ππ =⇒ ρ̃-π̃-π̃ coupling
(d) Γπ→γγ =⇒ π̃-g-g coupling

Then,



(a) Recall in QCD,

(Nature’s solution to “hierarchy problem”!)

So, in our model,

∼ e2

16π2
Λ2π π

γ

m2
π± −m2

π0 ∼

(Λ ∼ mρ)

m2
π̃ ∼

3g2
3

16π2
m2

ρ̃

Chiral perturbation theory =⇒ mπ̃ ! 0.3mρ̃



(b) Recall in QCD,

This translates to

e+

e−

γ q

q̄

=⇒

ε
where

ε̃ =
g3

e
ε ! 0.2

Γρ→e+e− =⇒ ε " 0.06



Summary of the Representative Model

Can extrapolate relevant parameters from QCD.•
• mρ̃Only one parameter to vary.

q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q

ρ̃ · · · spin-1, color-octet

π̃ · · · spin-0, color-octet

(mπ̃ ! 0.3 mρ̃, gρ̃π̃π̃ ! 6, · · · )

• Renormalizable (= “isolatable” from other new physics)

new fermion (3 colors & 3 shapes)

L = LSM + ψ̄i/Dψ − 1
4
HµνHµν

SU(3)shape



 Constraints on the Representative Model

• QCD pair production of π̃

• Multi-jet studies

• Long-lived “gluino” search

• Electroweak precision, flavor constraints

 Resonance searches in di-jets•

t-t̄Resonance searches in        pairs•
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Multi-jet studies✓

✓
✓

QCD pair production of π̃

Long-lived “gluino” search



This simple model of coloron escapes all existing bounds!

No Constraints on the Representative Model

 Resonance searches in di-jets(A)

t-t̄Resonance searches in        pairs(B)

Electroweak precision, flavor constraints✓
Multi-jet studies✓

✓
✓

QCD pair production of π̃

Long-lived “gluino” search



π̃

j

j

g

g

q

q̄

ρ̃

j

j

Potentially constrains

 (A) Resonance searches in di-jets

◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2
(p1 + p2)2



Dominance of                 crucial!ρ̃→ π̃π̃•
Our “scenario” robust!•

Tevatron Run-II
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Figure 2: The comparison of our benchmark model with recent CDF exclusion bounds on dijet
resonances. The green curve represents the cross section for dijet production through the coloron at
Tevatron Run-II as a function of the coloron mass and the red curve represents the CDF dijet exclusion
bound obtained from 1.13 fb−1 of data. In this plot signal is presented with perfect acceptance while
the exclusion curve was obtained by demanding that both jets be central (|yjet1,2| < 1), thus in reality
our benchmark model is even less constrained than this conservative plot suggests. For completeness
we include the total production cross section of the coloron represented by the blue curve which
illustrates that for the coloron not to be excluded, the smallness of the dijet branching fraction is
crucial.

section, note that for most choices of mρ̃ the model would have been excluded if dijets were

the dominant decay mode of the coloron. However, the presence of the π̃-π̃ mode lowers the

dijet production cross section significantly below the bound. A potential worry, namely that

detector effects may cause a fraction of the four-jet signal events to be reconstructed as dijet

events with the correct value of mρ̃, is disarmed by the fact that the total production cross

section of the coloron is always within a factor of order one of the dijet bound.

The dijet bound is also the primary constraint for going beyond the benchmark model

and varying the parameters of the phenomenological Lagrangian presented in (3.10). It is

straightforward to verify that for a given value of mρ̃ the dependence of the dijet cross section

on the model parameters is given by

σdijet = (σ0)dijet

(
ε̃

ε̃0

)4 (
gρ̃π̃π̃,0

gρ̃π̃π̃

)2
(

m2
ρ̃ − 4m2

π̃,0

m2
ρ̃ − 4m2

π̃

)3/2

(4.1)

(assuming Γρ̃→qq̄ " Γρ̃→π̃π̃ still holds) where the subscripts 0 denote the parameters of the

– 8 –



Resonant     productionπ̃

suppressed by 1/16π2

π̃

j

j

g

g

π̃
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FIG. 3: σ(pp̄ → ρ̃ → tt̄) cross section at Tevatron Run-II as
a function of mρ̃ for the benchmark model. For mρ̃ near or
below the tt̄ threshold, we plot the cross section with one of
the t-quarks off-shell.

in the benchmark model as a function of mρ̃ and com-
pare to the bounds obtained by the CDF collaboration.
Note that for most choices of mρ̃ the model would have
been excluded if dijets were the dominant decay mode
of the coloron. However, the presence of the π̃-π̃ mode
lowers the dijet production cross section significantly be-
low the bound. A potential worry, namely that detector
effects may cause a fraction of the four-jet signal events
to be reconstructed as dijet events with the correct value
of mρ̃, is disarmed by the fact that the total production
cross section of the coloron is within a factor of two of
the dijet bound.

The t-t̄ branching mode is another source of potential
constraints on the ρ̃ production cross-section. In figure
3 we plot the t-t̄ cross section via ρ̃ production and de-
cay as a function of mρ̃ in the benchmark model (calcu-
lated using [15]). Note that the cross section stays below
0.2pb for the entire range of mρ̃, which is below the lower
bounds in [16]. Note that [16] searches for a narrow res-
onance that decays to a t-t̄ pair, so the bound on a wide
resonance such as our ρ̃ is actually even weaker.

There are studies of multi-jet final states at Tevatron
Run-I [17] which found no deviations from the QCD pre-
dictions, however these studies use large pT and minv

cuts such that the events coming from a light coloron
(mρ̃ < 500 GeV) do not pass the analysis cuts while for
a heavier coloron the cross section is low enough such
that any excess produced is not statistically significant.
We have found mρ̃ ∼ 700 GeV to be the point where the
number of events passing the cuts used in [17] is max-
imized at roughly 60, which would correspond to a 2σ
excess in their distributions.

Finally, while VISTA and SLEUTH global searches [18]
have been performed to look for anomalies in the Teva-
tron data, these searches are conceived to look for high-
pT deviations and are therefore not optimized to find a

coloron. As we will show in section V a blind global
search has limited sensitivity to the presence of ρ̃ while a
more optimized search yields much stronger evidence for
a discrepancy in kinematic distributions.

B. Constraints on the π̃ Particle

The π̃ particle in the benchmark model has a coupling
to a pair of gluons through the anomaly, and can thus
be resonantly produced from a g-g initial state. The π̃
subsequently decays back to two gluons, so in principle
one can observe the π̃ as a narrow resonance in dijets.
However, due to the loop factor in the effective vertex,
the gg → π̃ cross- section is strongly suppressed. At the
parton level, averaging over colors and spins, we have

1
22

1
82

∑

color,spin

|Mgg→π̃|2 =
15α2

s

256π2

ŝ2

f2
π̃

. (12)

Since we consider values of mπ̃ as low as 100 GeV we
need to consider dijet resonance constraints from Spp̄S.
We integrate (12) using CTEQ5L PDF’s [19] to calculate
the π̃ production cross section at a center of mass of
630 GeV and find σ(pp̄→ π̃) # 21 pb for mπ̃ = 100 GeV
and fπ̃ = 43 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 350 GeV), which is below
the bound given in [8]. Similarly we obtain for Tevatron
Run-I σ(pp̄ → π̃) # 4.8 pb for mπ̃ = 250 GeV and fπ̃ =
110 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 830 GeV). This is below the dijet
constraints of [9] as can be seen also from figure 2.

At Tevatron energies, one also needs to consider pair
production of π̃, however note that even though we ex-
pect 2mπ̃ < mρ̃, π̃ pair production is a 2-2 process in
contrast to resonant ρ̃ production which both reduces the
cross section and leads to a variation of

√
ŝ from event to

event, thereby decreasing the significance of any excess
in kinematic distributions. Therefore, we do not expect
the search strategy outlined in section V to yield as high
a significance for this process.

It is intriguing to contemplate how light a π̃-mass can
be accommodated, as π̃ couples only to gluons in the SM,
thus most existing experimental bounds are irrelevant.
In this work we only consider mπ̃ >∼ mZ to avoid any
constraints from corrections to the running of αs.

C. Other Sources of Potential Constraints

Since neither ρ̃ nor π̃ are electroweak charged, there are
virtually no constraints on our benchmark model from
LEP direct searches or precision electroweak data. More-
over, the fact that the ρ̃-q-q̄ coupling arises via ρ̃-gluon
mixing makes the coloron coupling to quarks flavor blind,
therefore there are no constraints from flavor changing
processes on our benchmark model.

There are also no constraints from quark composite-
ness [20]. This is because compositeness bounds are sen-
sitive to effective 4-fermion operators arising from inte-

√
s = 630 GeV
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FIG. 3: σ(pp̄ → ρ̃ → tt̄) cross section at Tevatron Run-II as
a function of mρ̃ for the benchmark model. For mρ̃ near or
below the tt̄ threshold, we plot the cross section with one of
the t-quarks off-shell.

in the benchmark model as a function of mρ̃ and com-
pare to the bounds obtained by the CDF collaboration.
Note that for most choices of mρ̃ the model would have
been excluded if dijets were the dominant decay mode
of the coloron. However, the presence of the π̃-π̃ mode
lowers the dijet production cross section significantly be-
low the bound. A potential worry, namely that detector
effects may cause a fraction of the four-jet signal events
to be reconstructed as dijet events with the correct value
of mρ̃, is disarmed by the fact that the total production
cross section of the coloron is within a factor of two of
the dijet bound.

The t-t̄ branching mode is another source of potential
constraints on the ρ̃ production cross-section. In figure
3 we plot the t-t̄ cross section via ρ̃ production and de-
cay as a function of mρ̃ in the benchmark model (calcu-
lated using [15]). Note that the cross section stays below
0.2pb for the entire range of mρ̃, which is below the lower
bounds in [16]. Note that [16] searches for a narrow res-
onance that decays to a t-t̄ pair, so the bound on a wide
resonance such as our ρ̃ is actually even weaker.

There are studies of multi-jet final states at Tevatron
Run-I [17] which found no deviations from the QCD pre-
dictions, however these studies use large pT and minv

cuts such that the events coming from a light coloron
(mρ̃ < 500 GeV) do not pass the analysis cuts while for
a heavier coloron the cross section is low enough such
that any excess produced is not statistically significant.
We have found mρ̃ ∼ 700 GeV to be the point where the
number of events passing the cuts used in [17] is max-
imized at roughly 60, which would correspond to a 2σ
excess in their distributions.

Finally, while VISTA and SLEUTH global searches [18]
have been performed to look for anomalies in the Teva-
tron data, these searches are conceived to look for high-
pT deviations and are therefore not optimized to find a

coloron. As we will show in section V a blind global
search has limited sensitivity to the presence of ρ̃ while a
more optimized search yields much stronger evidence for
a discrepancy in kinematic distributions.

B. Constraints on the π̃ Particle

The π̃ particle in the benchmark model has a coupling
to a pair of gluons through the anomaly, and can thus
be resonantly produced from a g-g initial state. The π̃
subsequently decays back to two gluons, so in principle
one can observe the π̃ as a narrow resonance in dijets.
However, due to the loop factor in the effective vertex,
the gg → π̃ cross- section is strongly suppressed. At the
parton level, averaging over colors and spins, we have

1
22

1
82

∑

color,spin

|Mgg→π̃|2 =
15α2

s

256π2

ŝ2

f2
π̃

. (12)

Since we consider values of mπ̃ as low as 100 GeV we
need to consider dijet resonance constraints from Spp̄S.
We integrate (12) using CTEQ5L PDF’s [19] to calculate
the π̃ production cross section at a center of mass of
630 GeV and find σ(pp̄→ π̃) # 21 pb for mπ̃ = 100 GeV
and fπ̃ = 43 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 350 GeV), which is below
the bound given in [8]. Similarly we obtain for Tevatron
Run-I σ(pp̄ → π̃) # 4.8 pb for mπ̃ = 250 GeV and fπ̃ =
110 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 830 GeV). This is below the dijet
constraints of [9] as can be seen also from figure 2.

At Tevatron energies, one also needs to consider pair
production of π̃, however note that even though we ex-
pect 2mπ̃ < mρ̃, π̃ pair production is a 2-2 process in
contrast to resonant ρ̃ production which both reduces the
cross section and leads to a variation of

√
ŝ from event to

event, thereby decreasing the significance of any excess
in kinematic distributions. Therefore, we do not expect
the search strategy outlined in section V to yield as high
a significance for this process.

It is intriguing to contemplate how light a π̃-mass can
be accommodated, as π̃ couples only to gluons in the SM,
thus most existing experimental bounds are irrelevant.
In this work we only consider mπ̃ >∼ mZ to avoid any
constraints from corrections to the running of αs.

C. Other Sources of Potential Constraints

Since neither ρ̃ nor π̃ are electroweak charged, there are
virtually no constraints on our benchmark model from
LEP direct searches or precision electroweak data. More-
over, the fact that the ρ̃-q-q̄ coupling arises via ρ̃-gluon
mixing makes the coloron coupling to quarks flavor blind,
therefore there are no constraints from flavor changing
processes on our benchmark model.

There are also no constraints from quark composite-
ness [20]. This is because compositeness bounds are sen-
sitive to effective 4-fermion operators arising from inte-

√
s = 1.8 TeV

σ(pp̄→ π̃) " 10 pb σ(pp̄→ π̃) " 2.4 pb
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FIG. 3: σ(pp̄ → ρ̃ → tt̄) cross section at Tevatron Run-II as
a function of mρ̃ for the benchmark model. For mρ̃ near or
below the tt̄ threshold, we plot the cross section with one of
the t-quarks off-shell.

in the benchmark model as a function of mρ̃ and com-
pare to the bounds obtained by the CDF collaboration.
Note that for most choices of mρ̃ the model would have
been excluded if dijets were the dominant decay mode
of the coloron. However, the presence of the π̃-π̃ mode
lowers the dijet production cross section significantly be-
low the bound. A potential worry, namely that detector
effects may cause a fraction of the four-jet signal events
to be reconstructed as dijet events with the correct value
of mρ̃, is disarmed by the fact that the total production
cross section of the coloron is within a factor of two of
the dijet bound.

The t-t̄ branching mode is another source of potential
constraints on the ρ̃ production cross-section. In figure
3 we plot the t-t̄ cross section via ρ̃ production and de-
cay as a function of mρ̃ in the benchmark model (calcu-
lated using [15]). Note that the cross section stays below
0.2pb for the entire range of mρ̃, which is below the lower
bounds in [16]. Note that [16] searches for a narrow res-
onance that decays to a t-t̄ pair, so the bound on a wide
resonance such as our ρ̃ is actually even weaker.

There are studies of multi-jet final states at Tevatron
Run-I [17] which found no deviations from the QCD pre-
dictions, however these studies use large pT and minv

cuts such that the events coming from a light coloron
(mρ̃ < 500 GeV) do not pass the analysis cuts while for
a heavier coloron the cross section is low enough such
that any excess produced is not statistically significant.
We have found mρ̃ ∼ 700 GeV to be the point where the
number of events passing the cuts used in [17] is max-
imized at roughly 60, which would correspond to a 2σ
excess in their distributions.

Finally, while VISTA and SLEUTH global searches [18]
have been performed to look for anomalies in the Teva-
tron data, these searches are conceived to look for high-
pT deviations and are therefore not optimized to find a

coloron. As we will show in section V a blind global
search has limited sensitivity to the presence of ρ̃ while a
more optimized search yields much stronger evidence for
a discrepancy in kinematic distributions.

B. Constraints on the π̃ Particle

The π̃ particle in the benchmark model has a coupling
to a pair of gluons through the anomaly, and can thus
be resonantly produced from a g-g initial state. The π̃
subsequently decays back to two gluons, so in principle
one can observe the π̃ as a narrow resonance in dijets.
However, due to the loop factor in the effective vertex,
the gg → π̃ cross- section is strongly suppressed. At the
parton level, averaging over colors and spins, we have

1
22

1
82

∑

color,spin

|Mgg→π̃|2 =
15α2

s

256π2

ŝ2

f2
π̃

. (12)

Since we consider values of mπ̃ as low as 100 GeV we
need to consider dijet resonance constraints from Spp̄S.
We integrate (12) using CTEQ5L PDF’s [19] to calculate
the π̃ production cross section at a center of mass of
630 GeV and find σ(pp̄→ π̃) # 21 pb for mπ̃ = 100 GeV
and fπ̃ = 43 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 350 GeV), which is below
the bound given in [8]. Similarly we obtain for Tevatron
Run-I σ(pp̄ → π̃) # 4.8 pb for mπ̃ = 250 GeV and fπ̃ =
110 GeV (i.e. mρ̃ = 830 GeV). This is below the dijet
constraints of [9] as can be seen also from figure 2.

At Tevatron energies, one also needs to consider pair
production of π̃, however note that even though we ex-
pect 2mπ̃ < mρ̃, π̃ pair production is a 2-2 process in
contrast to resonant ρ̃ production which both reduces the
cross section and leads to a variation of

√
ŝ from event to

event, thereby decreasing the significance of any excess
in kinematic distributions. Therefore, we do not expect
the search strategy outlined in section V to yield as high
a significance for this process.

It is intriguing to contemplate how light a π̃-mass can
be accommodated, as π̃ couples only to gluons in the SM,
thus most existing experimental bounds are irrelevant.
In this work we only consider mπ̃ >∼ mZ to avoid any
constraints from corrections to the running of αs.

C. Other Sources of Potential Constraints

Since neither ρ̃ nor π̃ are electroweak charged, there are
virtually no constraints on our benchmark model from
LEP direct searches or precision electroweak data. More-
over, the fact that the ρ̃-q-q̄ coupling arises via ρ̃-gluon
mixing makes the coloron coupling to quarks flavor blind,
therefore there are no constraints from flavor changing
processes on our benchmark model.

There are also no constraints from quark composite-
ness [20]. This is because compositeness bounds are sen-
sitive to effective 4-fermion operators arising from inte-

6

as a function of the true value. The sum of the shifts
in quadrature is used as the width of a Gaussian reso-
lution function that is convolved with the likelihood as
a function of σB. The systematic uncertainties worsen
the limits by roughly 0.2 pb, independent of the Z ′ mass,
with the increase dominated by the effects of jet energy
scale and the top mass uncertainty in equal measure. The
expected 95% C.L. upper limits including all sources of
uncertainty are shown as a function of MZ′ in the middle
column of Table I. If no Z ′ is present our expected cross
section limit at high MZ′ is 0.55 pb.
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FIG. 2: The invariant mass of top quark pairs Mtt̄ observed
in the data is compared to the no Z′ expectation. The non-tt̄
backgrounds are constrained to the expected value and the
sum of tt̄ and non-tt̄ equal the number of data events.

The Mtt̄ distribution measured in the data is shown in
Fig. 2. A final sample of 327 candidates remains after
the χ2 requirement. In this figure we compare the ob-
servation to the expected spectrum in the case of no Z ′.
The non-tt̄ component is fixed at the expected value and
the tt̄ normalization is scaled to match the total num-
ber of events. The inferred top production cross sec-
tion is σ(tt̄) = 7.8 ± 0.7 pb (statistical error only), to
be compared with the predicted standard model value of
6.7 pb for Mt = 175 GeV/c2 [16, 17]. The inset shows
the measurement on a logarithmic scale. The simulated
Mtt̄ spectra for tt̄ and non-tt̄ describe the data well.

Applying the full limit procedure to the spectrum in
Fig. 2 we find 95% C.L. upper limits on σ(pp̄ → Z ′) ·
Br(Z ′ → tt̄) as listed in the rightmost column of Table I.
The limits at high mass are consistent with expectation.
At lower masses our measurement shows an excursion

above the expected value of approximately one standard
deviation.

TABLE I: Expected and observed limits (95% C.L.) on
σ(pp̄ → Z′) · Br(Z′

→ tt̄) as a function of MZ′ for 955 pb−1,
including both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

MZ′(GeV/c2) Expected Limit (pb) Observed Limit (pb)

450 2.27+0.79
−0.57 3.39

500 1.92+0.63
−0.40 2.72

550 1.37+0.45
−0.30 1.57

600 0.97+0.33
−0.18 0.83

650 0.78+0.24
−0.13 0.65

700 0.70+0.14
−0.12 0.64

750 0.64+0.15
−0.11 0.61

800 0.58+0.15
−0.07 0.60

850 0.55+0.10
−0.05 0.57

900 0.55+0.08
−0.06 0.57

]
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FIG. 3: Upper limits (95% C.L.) on the production cross
section for tt̄ resonance along with expected cross sections for
several models.

The result is represented graphically and compared to
some theoretical predictions in Fig. 3. The observed limit
is the solid black line and the shaded band around the
grey line denotes the ±1σ uncertainties around the ex-
pected upper limit. A leptophobic Z ′ predicted by the
topcolor theory [4], shown as a large-dotted line, is ruled
out below 720 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L. The small-dotted
curve at the bottom of the figure is the expected cross
section for a sequential Z ′, calculated with the herwig

simulation using a multiplicative factor of 1.3 to account
for NLO effects. A leptophobic Z ′ with these couplings
would evade direct searches in dilepton final states, and
because the tt̄ detection efficiency is small, is still out of
range of our sensitivity in the tt̄ mode. The Tevatron
cross section for the KK gluon excitation in the Randall-
Sundrum model of Ref. [6] is shown as a dot-dash line
[22]. Since the KK resonance is broad (Γ ≈ 0.17M), our

(B) Resonance searches in       pairst-t̄

Way below the bound![CDF 2008]



Discovery Potential at Tevatron



Signal:
q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q

Background: No features.

A pair of 2j resonances at mπ̃

A resonance in 4j at mρ̃

No scales.

Kinematical features:

g-g initiated.



◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

m2
4j ≡ (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)2

Useful Observables

(1) To pick out the coloron,
(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)

q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q



m2
4j ≡ (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)2

(
m2

ij ≡ (pi + pj)2
)

|mij −mk!| < 25 GeV〈m2j〉 ≡ (mij + mk!)/2

Useful Observables

(1) To pick out the coloron,

q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q

(2) To pick out the two scalars,

where

◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)



Kinematical Tendencies

* QCD background –– “hierarchical”:

* The signal ––“democratic”:
pT1 ∼ pT2 ∼ pT3 ∼ pT4

pT1 ! pT2 ! pT3 ! pT4

◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)

q̄

ρ̃ π̃

π̃

g

g

g

g

q



* To pass the CDF single-jet trigger, 
(= 100 GeV)◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)

Case study for a light coloron 
(mπ̃ = 100 GeV)mρ̃ = 350 GeV

pT1 > 120 GeV



pTi > 40 GeV for all jets

* To pass the CDF single-jet trigger, 
(= 100 GeV)

* To exploit “democratic vs hierarchical”

◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)

Case study for a light coloron 
(mπ̃ = 100 GeV)mρ̃ = 350 GeV

pT1 > 120 GeV



pTi > 40 GeV for all jets

* To pass the CDF single-jet trigger, 
(= 100 GeV)

* To exploit “democratic vs hierarchical”

* And recall that

|mij −mk!| < 25 GeV〈m2j〉 ≡ (mij + mk!)/2 where

◦p ◦p̄

p1

p2p3

p4

(pT1 > pT2 > pT3 > pT4)

Case study for a light coloron 
(mπ̃ = 100 GeV)mρ̃ = 350 GeV

pT1 > 120 GeV



Simulation Tools:

* Parton-level event generation

MadGraph/MadEvent

* Parton showering & hadronization

Pythia

* Detector simulation

PGS
using standard CDF parameters w/ ∆R = 0.7 .



Signal : 2.7 pb passing cuts
Background: 21 pb passing cuts

Signal
Background

(1 fb−1)

(2 fb−1)

The Result for a light coloron

(mπ̃ = 100 GeV)
mρ̃ = 350 GeV

|mij −mk!| < 25 GeV
pTi > 40 GeV

σpp̄→ρ̃ = 110 pb

pT1 > 120 GeV

√√√√∑

bins

(
S√
B

)2

= 32 !



Signal : 0.27 pb passing cuts
Background: 0.38 pb passing cuts
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FIG. 6: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 600 GeV and mπ̃ = 180 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 90 GeV and we demand further that
the four jets can be paired such that the invariant mass of the
pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
pair invariant mass versus the 4j invariant mass. Each red dot
represents a signal event which passed the cuts for 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity.

independent search. This situation cannot be improved
greatly in looking for the lighter coloron, since we cannot
make our pT cuts much harder without losing the signal.
We will come back to this issue in the study of the heavier
coloron however, and argue that the prospects are much
better in that case.

B. Heavier Coloron Case, mρ̃ = 600 GeV

Having shown that even a coloron as light as 350 GeV
can be discovered despite trigger inefficiencies for the sig-
nal as well as higher backgrounds, we now study the case
of a heavier coloron with mρ̃ = 600 GeV which has a
production cross section of 10.0 pb at Run-II. For this
case, most signal events automatically have a leading jet
with pT ≥ 120 GeV and we can afford to put a harder
cut on the pT of the other jets. In fact we will choose to
accept events in our analysis which have at least four jets
with pT ≥ 90GeV. After these cuts, the signal and back-
ground cross sections are σs = 0.36 pb and σb = 0.99 pb.
As before, we veto events in which the leading four jets
cannot be paired in a way to give two pairs with invari-
ant masses within 25 GeV of each other, which further
reduces the cross section after cuts to σs = 0.27 pb and
σb = 0.38 pb. The results are displayed in figure 6 where
the significance of the excess is 17.2 σ.

As before, we also perform a less model dependent
search looking at the invariant mass of the four leading
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FIG. 7: Generic coloron resonance search in the 4j channel at
Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with pT >
120GeV and four jets with pT > 90GeV we plot the invariant
mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to 2 fb−1

of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal for
mρ̃ = 600 GeV.

jets using the same cuts as above but without demand-
ing that they can be paired. The results are displayed in
figure 7 where the statistical significance of the excess is
10.8 σ. Coming back to the issue of shape dependent cor-
rections to the background we note that these are events
where there are four very hard jets which are maximally
separated from each other, which is where we expect the
perturbative expansion to be most reliable. Keeping in
mind that we are already using twice as much background
as signal, it would require nearly a 100% error on the
shape of the background to eliminate the significance of
the signal excess in the case of the heavier coloron.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have emphasized in this paper how a variety of new
physics scenarios can lead to the existence of a massive
color octet vector meson, the coloron. We have used an
analogy to QCD to set up a benchmark model of a com-
posite coloron and write a phenomenological Lagrangian
for it, where our choices for the values of the couplings
are simply extrapolated from hadronic data. We have
then shown that this benchmark model with new col-
ored states at a few hundred GeV is fully consistent with
to-date experimental bounds and have outlined a promis-
ing search strategy at the Tevatron for discovering these
states using already existing data.

The range of coloron mass to which the Tevatron is
sensitive can be understood as follows: If the coloron
mass is too low (below about 300 GeV), then the signal
events will not pass the single-jet trigger mentioned in
section V while prescaled triggers with lower thresholds
would severely reduce the signal significance. For coloron

mρ̃ = 600 GeV
(mπ̃ = 180 GeV)

Signal
Background

(1 fb−1)

(2 fb−1) |mij −mk!| < 25 GeV
pTi > 90 GeV

σpp̄→ρ̃ = 10 pb

The Result for a heavier coloron

pT1 > 120 GeV
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bins

(
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FIG. 4: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 350 GeV and mπ̃ = 100 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 40 GeV and we demand further that
the four jets can be paired such that the invariant mass of the
pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
pair invariant mass versus the 4j invariant mass. Each red dot
represents a signal event which passed the cuts for 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity. The red dots along the diagonal are mispaired
signal events, while most signal events are correctly paired
and cluster near the true value of (mπ̃, mρ̃).

for jet reconstruction. We use the standard CDF param-
eter card supplied with the distribution, but use cone jets
with ∆R = 0.7 in the reconstruction. For background,
we generate parton level events with MadEvent using the
process pp̄→ jjjj, and again use the Pythia-PGS inter-
face with the same parameters as for the signal.

A. Lighter Coloron Case, mρ̃ = 350 GeV

For this choice of mass, we find the production cross
section of the coloron to be 1.14×102 pb, however only a
fraction of signal passes the leading jet pT cut of 120GeV
we are using to emulate the trigger, therefore we cannot
afford to make too many other harsh cuts. We choose to
veto events which have less than 4 jets with pT greater
than 40 GeV. After these cuts, we find σs = 3.60 pb
while σb = 65.8 pb.

To exploit the full kinematic information present in the
signal we further pair the four leading jets into two pairs
and veto all events where no possible pairing yields two
pairs with minv within 25 GeV of each other (If there
is more than one such possible pairing, we take the one
that yields the closest minv for the pairs). This further
reduces the signal cross section to 2.66 pb and the back-
ground to 20.8 pb. We then plot the average invariant
mass of the two pairs against the invariant mass of the
four leading jets. The results are plotted in figure 4 where
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FIG. 5: More general coloron resonance search in the 4j chan-
nel at Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with
pT > 120 GeV and four jets with pT > 40 GeV we plot the
invariant mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to
2 fb−1 of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal
for mρ̃ = 350 GeV.

the shape difference between the signal and background
is very clearly visible. Most signal points are correctly
paired and accumulate in a small region close to the ac-
tual masses of the ρ̃ and π̃ while some signal events are
mispaired and appear scattered in a larger region along
the diagonal where the background is most densely pop-
ulated. We find the statistical significance of the excess
to be 32.3 σ. Even though we are aware that there are
sources of systematic error that are not accounted for
in our analysis, this result is strong enough to indicate
that such a search strategy will yield definitive results
even when done with more sophisticated tools such as
a fully realistic detector simulation and taking into ac-
count shape dependent corrections or further subtleties
involved in a real experimental analysis.

In fact, with such high signal significance it is interest-
ing to attempt a less model dependent search that would
have reduced sensitivity, which however may be sensi-
tive to models other than our benchmark, e.g. when the
coloron decays to two particles of unequal mass. There-
fore we try to be as inclusive as possible and determine
whether a search that was not optimized to look for sec-
ondary resonances would still discover the coloron. Using
the same pT cuts as above but without pairing up the
jets we simply construct the invariant mass of the lead-
ing four jets. The results are displayed in figure 5. The
significance of the excess in this distribution is 13.4 σ . In
order to reduce any bias in the first few bins introduced
by analysis cuts we repeat the analysis where we disre-
gard any discrepancy in the bins up to minv = 400 GeV
and still find a significance of 8.3 σ.

Even though these results seem to suggest that an al-
most blind search could provide initial evidence for the
existence of a colored resonance decaying to a four jet

pTi > 40 GeV

(mπ̃ = 100 GeV)
mρ̃ = 350 GeV

Signal : 3.6 pb passing cuts
Background: 66 pb passing cuts BUT too suble to tell...

What if we don’t pair up jets?

Signal
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Light Coloron
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FIG. 6: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 600 GeV and mπ̃ = 180 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 90 GeV and we demand further that
the four jets can be paired such that the invariant mass of the
pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
pair invariant mass versus the 4j invariant mass. Each red dot
represents a signal event which passed the cuts for 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity.

final state, one needs to worry that corrections in the
calculation of the background can give rise to a shape
difference large enough to nullify the significance of the
excess in this more general search. This situation cannot
be improved greatly in looking for the lighter coloron,
since we cannot make our pT cuts much harder without
losing the signal. We will come back to this issue in the
study of the heavier coloron however, and argue that the
prospects are much better in that case.

B. Heavier Coloron Case, mρ̃ = 600 GeV

Having shown that even a coloron as light as 350 GeV
can be discovered despite trigger inefficiencies for the sig-
nal as well as higher backgrounds, we now study the case
of a heavier coloron with mρ̃ = 600 GeV which has a
production cross section of 10.0 pb at Run-II. For this
case, most signal events automatically have a leading jet
with pT ≥ 120 GeV and we can afford to put a harder
cut on the pT of the other jets. In fact we will choose to
accept events in our analysis which have at least four jets
with pT ≥ 90GeV. After these cuts, the signal and back-
ground cross sections are σs = 0.36 pb and σb = 0.99 pb.
As before, we veto events in which the leading four jets
cannot be paired in a way to give two pairs with invari-
ant masses within 25 GeV of each other, which further
reduces the cross section after cuts to σs = 0.27 pb and
σb = 0.38 pb. The results are displayed in figure 6 where
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FIG. 7: More general coloron resonance search in the 4j chan-
nel at Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with
pT > 120 GeV and four jets with pT > 90 GeV we plot the
invariant mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to
2 fb−1 of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal
for mρ̃ = 600 GeV.

the significance of the excess is 17.2 σ.
As before, we also perform a less model dependent

search looking at the invariant mass of the four leading
jets using the same cuts as above but without demand-
ing that they can be paired. The results are displayed in
figure 7 where the statistical significance of the excess is
10.8 σ. Coming back to the issue of shape dependent cor-
rections to the background we note that these are events
where there are four very hard jets which are maximally
separated from each other, which is where we expect the
perturbative expansion to be most reliable. Keeping in
mind that we are already using twice as much background
as signal, it would require nearly a 100% error on the
shape of the background to eliminate the significance of
the signal excess in the case of the heavier coloron.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have emphasized in this paper how a variety of new
physics scenarios can lead to the existence of a massive
color octet vector meson, the coloron. We have used an
analogy to QCD to set up a benchmark model of a com-
posite coloron and write a phenomenological Lagrangian
for it, where our choices for the values of the couplings
are simply extrapolated from hadronic data. We have
then shown that this benchmark model with new col-
ored states at a few hundred GeV is fully consistent with
to-date experimental bounds and have outlined a promis-
ing search strategy at the Tevatron for discovering these
states using already existing data.

The range of coloron mass to which the Tevatron is
sensitive can be understood as follows: If the coloron
mass is too low (below about 300 GeV), then the signal

pTi > 90 GeV
pT1 > 120 GeV

Signal
Background

(1 fb−1)

(2 fb−1)

mρ̃ = 600 GeV
(mπ̃ = 180 GeV)

Signal : 0.36 pb passing cuts
Background: 0.99 pb passing cuts

Much better!

What if we don’t pair up jets?

Heavy Coloron
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* Bigger gluon p.d.f.
––– More background

––– Less signal

* Higher jet triggers

––– Even less signal

* p-p collider rather than p-p̄

The LHC won’t be good for mρ̃ <∼ 1 TeV !
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FIG. 6: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 600 GeV and mπ̃ = 180 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 90 GeV and we demand further that
the four jets can be paired such that the invariant mass of the
pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
pair invariant mass versus the 4j invariant mass. Each red dot
represents a signal event which passed the cuts for 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity.

final state, one needs to worry that corrections in the
calculation of the background can give rise to a shape
difference large enough to nullify the significance of the
excess in this more general search. This situation cannot
be improved greatly in looking for the lighter coloron,
since we cannot make our pT cuts much harder without
losing the signal. We will come back to this issue in the
study of the heavier coloron however, and argue that the
prospects are much better in that case.

B. Heavier Coloron Case, mρ̃ = 600 GeV

Having shown that even a coloron as light as 350 GeV
can be discovered despite trigger inefficiencies for the sig-
nal as well as higher backgrounds, we now study the case
of a heavier coloron with mρ̃ = 600 GeV which has a
production cross section of 10.0 pb at Run-II. For this
case, most signal events automatically have a leading jet
with pT ≥ 120 GeV and we can afford to put a harder
cut on the pT of the other jets. In fact we will choose to
accept events in our analysis which have at least four jets
with pT ≥ 90GeV. After these cuts, the signal and back-
ground cross sections are σs = 0.36 pb and σb = 0.99 pb.
As before, we veto events in which the leading four jets
cannot be paired in a way to give two pairs with invari-
ant masses within 25 GeV of each other, which further
reduces the cross section after cuts to σs = 0.27 pb and
σb = 0.38 pb. The results are displayed in figure 6 where
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FIG. 7: More general coloron resonance search in the 4j chan-
nel at Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with
pT > 120 GeV and four jets with pT > 90 GeV we plot the
invariant mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to
2 fb−1 of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal
for mρ̃ = 600 GeV.

the significance of the excess is 17.2 σ.
As before, we also perform a less model dependent

search looking at the invariant mass of the four leading
jets using the same cuts as above but without demand-
ing that they can be paired. The results are displayed in
figure 7 where the statistical significance of the excess is
10.8 σ. Coming back to the issue of shape dependent cor-
rections to the background we note that these are events
where there are four very hard jets which are maximally
separated from each other, which is where we expect the
perturbative expansion to be most reliable. Keeping in
mind that we are already using twice as much background
as signal, it would require nearly a 100% error on the
shape of the background to eliminate the significance of
the signal excess in the case of the heavier coloron.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have emphasized in this paper how a variety of new
physics scenarios can lead to the existence of a massive
color octet vector meson, the coloron. We have used an
analogy to QCD to set up a benchmark model of a com-
posite coloron and write a phenomenological Lagrangian
for it, where our choices for the values of the couplings
are simply extrapolated from hadronic data. We have
then shown that this benchmark model with new col-
ored states at a few hundred GeV is fully consistent with
to-date experimental bounds and have outlined a promis-
ing search strategy at the Tevatron for discovering these
states using already existing data.

The range of coloron mass to which the Tevatron is
sensitive can be understood as follows: If the coloron
mass is too low (below about 300 GeV), then the signal
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FIG. 6: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 600 GeV and mπ̃ = 180 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 90 GeV and we demand further that
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pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
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integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity.
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difference large enough to nullify the significance of the
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be improved greatly in looking for the lighter coloron,
since we cannot make our pT cuts much harder without
losing the signal. We will come back to this issue in the
study of the heavier coloron however, and argue that the
prospects are much better in that case.
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production cross section of 10.0 pb at Run-II. For this
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nel at Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with
pT > 120 GeV and four jets with pT > 90 GeV we plot the
invariant mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to
2 fb−1 of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal
for mρ̃ = 600 GeV.

the significance of the excess is 17.2 σ.
As before, we also perform a less model dependent

search looking at the invariant mass of the four leading
jets using the same cuts as above but without demand-
ing that they can be paired. The results are displayed in
figure 7 where the statistical significance of the excess is
10.8 σ. Coming back to the issue of shape dependent cor-
rections to the background we note that these are events
where there are four very hard jets which are maximally
separated from each other, which is where we expect the
perturbative expansion to be most reliable. Keeping in
mind that we are already using twice as much background
as signal, it would require nearly a 100% error on the
shape of the background to eliminate the significance of
the signal excess in the case of the heavier coloron.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have emphasized in this paper how a variety of new
physics scenarios can lead to the existence of a massive
color octet vector meson, the coloron. We have used an
analogy to QCD to set up a benchmark model of a com-
posite coloron and write a phenomenological Lagrangian
for it, where our choices for the values of the couplings
are simply extrapolated from hadronic data. We have
then shown that this benchmark model with new col-
ored states at a few hundred GeV is fully consistent with
to-date experimental bounds and have outlined a promis-
ing search strategy at the Tevatron for discovering these
states using already existing data.

The range of coloron mass to which the Tevatron is
sensitive can be understood as follows: If the coloron
mass is too low (below about 300 GeV), then the signal
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FIG. 6: Dedicated coloron search in the benchmark model
with mρ̃ = 600 GeV and mπ̃ = 180 GeV at Tevatron Run-II.
We select events with at least one jet with pT > 120 GeV
and four jets with pT > 90 GeV and we demand further that
the four jets can be paired such that the invariant mass of the
pairs is within 25GeV of each other. We then plot the average
pair invariant mass versus the 4j invariant mass. Each red dot
represents a signal event which passed the cuts for 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity while each blue dot represents a back-
ground event which passed the cuts for 2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity.

final state, one needs to worry that corrections in the
calculation of the background can give rise to a shape
difference large enough to nullify the significance of the
excess in this more general search. This situation cannot
be improved greatly in looking for the lighter coloron,
since we cannot make our pT cuts much harder without
losing the signal. We will come back to this issue in the
study of the heavier coloron however, and argue that the
prospects are much better in that case.

B. Heavier Coloron Case, mρ̃ = 600 GeV

Having shown that even a coloron as light as 350 GeV
can be discovered despite trigger inefficiencies for the sig-
nal as well as higher backgrounds, we now study the case
of a heavier coloron with mρ̃ = 600 GeV which has a
production cross section of 10.0 pb at Run-II. For this
case, most signal events automatically have a leading jet
with pT ≥ 120 GeV and we can afford to put a harder
cut on the pT of the other jets. In fact we will choose to
accept events in our analysis which have at least four jets
with pT ≥ 90GeV. After these cuts, the signal and back-
ground cross sections are σs = 0.36 pb and σb = 0.99 pb.
As before, we veto events in which the leading four jets
cannot be paired in a way to give two pairs with invari-
ant masses within 25 GeV of each other, which further
reduces the cross section after cuts to σs = 0.27 pb and
σb = 0.38 pb. The results are displayed in figure 6 where
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FIG. 7: More general coloron resonance search in the 4j chan-
nel at Tevatron Run-II. In events with at least one jet with
pT > 120 GeV and four jets with pT > 90 GeV we plot the
invariant mass of the four leading jets. Blue corresponds to
2 fb−1 of background while red corresponds to 1 fb−1 of signal
for mρ̃ = 600 GeV.

the significance of the excess is 17.2 σ.
As before, we also perform a less model dependent

search looking at the invariant mass of the four leading
jets using the same cuts as above but without demand-
ing that they can be paired. The results are displayed in
figure 7 where the statistical significance of the excess is
10.8 σ. Coming back to the issue of shape dependent cor-
rections to the background we note that these are events
where there are four very hard jets which are maximally
separated from each other, which is where we expect the
perturbative expansion to be most reliable. Keeping in
mind that we are already using twice as much background
as signal, it would require nearly a 100% error on the
shape of the background to eliminate the significance of
the signal excess in the case of the heavier coloron.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have emphasized in this paper how a variety of new
physics scenarios can lead to the existence of a massive
color octet vector meson, the coloron. We have used an
analogy to QCD to set up a benchmark model of a com-
posite coloron and write a phenomenological Lagrangian
for it, where our choices for the values of the couplings
are simply extrapolated from hadronic data. We have
then shown that this benchmark model with new col-
ored states at a few hundred GeV is fully consistent with
to-date experimental bounds and have outlined a promis-
ing search strategy at the Tevatron for discovering these
states using already existing data.

The range of coloron mass to which the Tevatron is
sensitive can be understood as follows: If the coloron
mass is too low (below about 300 GeV), then the signal
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